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Abstract
Temporal flow control of a jet has been widely studied in the past to enhance jet mixing or
reduce jet noise. Most of this research, however, has been done using small diameter low
Reynolds number jets that often have little resemblance to the much larger jets common in real
world applications because the flow actuators available lacked either the power or bandwidth to
sufficiently impact these larger higher energy jets. The Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators
(LAFPA), developed at the Ohio State University (OSU), have demonstrated the ability to impact
a small high speed jet in experiments conducted at OSU and the power to perturb a larger high
Reynolds number jet in experiments conducted at the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC).
However, the response measured in the large-scale experiments was significantly reduced for the
same number of actuators compared to the jet response found in the small-scale experiments. A
computational study has been initiated to simulate the LAFPA system with additional actuators
on a large-scale jet to determine the number of actuators required to achieve the same desired
response for a given jet diameter. Central to this computational study is a model for the LAFPA
that both accurately represents the physics of the actuator and can be implemented into a
computational fluid dynamics solver. One possible model, based on pressure waves created by
the rapid localized heating that occurs at the actuator, is investigated using simplified
axisymmetric simulations. The results of these simulations will be used to determine the validity
of the model before more realistic and time consuming three-dimensional simulations are
conducted to ultimately determine the scalability of the LAFPA system.

Introduction
The idea of temporal flow control for jet noise reduction is not new. In fact, considerable
research has been dedicated to this concept since the 1950s and the advent of the commercial jet
aircraft. The flow control actuator technology available, however, has limited this research to
small-scale low Reynolds number jets that often have little resemblance to the much larger high
Reynolds number jets common in real world applications. This resulted in a stagnation of
research for active control for noise reduction as even a successful noise reduction concept could
not advance far beyond the laboratory scale. Actuator research, however, has continued with the
hope of finding an actuator technology with the power and frequency response to exert control on
larger jets. Some of these actuators influence the flow by moving a physical barrier into and out
of the flow to create a high amplitude force but with a relatively low frequency response (ref. 1).
Other actuator concepts, such the synthetic jet (ref. 2) or the flip-flop jet (ref. 3); use momentum
transfer from air added periodically to influence the jet. Again, however, these fluidic actuators
lack either the amplitude or frequency response to excite large-scale, high Reynolds number jets.
In both cases, the actuator technology has not allowed research of jet excitation for noise
reduction to advance far beyond small-scale, low Reynolds number jets. A new actuator based on
high voltage high frequency electronics, however, may finally overcome some of the limitations
of jet actuators.
The Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators (LAFPA) have been developed at the Ohio
State University (OSU) as a high frequency, high amplitude device suitable for use on high speed,
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high Reynolds number jets (ref. 4) Flow data acquired has shown that the LAFPA have the ability
to excite a small (jet diameter Dj = 1.0 in.), high-speed, turbulent jet (Reynolds number based on
jet diameter, ReD≈1.1×106) (ref. 5), affecting jet instabilities over a range of frequencies and at
several azimuthal modes, a requirement for actuators seeking noise reduction through active
control. Acoustic data acquired showed the LAFPA also impact the noise created by the smallscale jet (ref. 6).
Historically, jet excitation has been shown to impact jet noise. Yet, especially in the case of
noise reduction, the results have not been confirmed on the large diameter and high Reynolds
number jets more typical in real world applications, in part because the jet actuators available did
not have sufficient power to impact the larger jets. The LAFPA, however, showed enough
promise for exciting a small-scale jet that a test using the actuators on the large-scale High Flow
Jet Exit Rig (HFJER) at the NASA GRC were conducted to study the flow and acoustic effect of
the actuators on a large subsonic jet (Dj = 7.55 in., fig. 1) (ref. 7). Unfortunately, the results of
these tests were inconclusive. While the actuators definitely had an impact on the jet, the jet’s
response did not reach the same amplitude observed during the smaller scale experiments. While
unsteady pressure measurements recorded for the Dj = 1.0 in. jet (ReD = 7.2×105) showed an
increase of more than 30 dB compared to the baseline jet at the excitation frequency, the Dj =
7.55 in. jet (ReD = 5.5×106) only responded with an increase of approximately 3 dB over the
baseline jet (fig. 2). It is important to note that only eight actuators could be simultaneously
activated in both the small-scale and large-scale experiments (because of the limited LAFPA
hardware available) so the reduced response of the large-scale jet was not entirely unexpected.
The response was sufficient that, even with the limited number of actuators, further testing with
the LAFPA system on a large-scale jet is warranted but additional work is required to determine
the proper number of actuators required to replicate the small-scale results.
The LAFPA system showed promise by successfully perturbing a large-scale jet but it did not
generate the same amplitude response measured on a small-scale jet using the same number of
actuators. Therefore, a study was initiated to determine the scalability, or number of actuators
required to get a similar amplitude response from a larger jet to one measured on a smaller jet, of
the actuator system before future tests investigate the potential noise reduction on a large-scale
jet. But, because of the specialized hardware and expense of adding additional actuators to the
system, further experiments were not practical. Computation fluid dynamics (CFD) would be

Figure 1.—The plasma actuators installed on the HFJER at the
GRC. The jet diameter (Dj) is 7.55 in.
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Figure 2.—Axial growth of perturbations, input at
azimuthal mode m = ±1 at Strouhal number based on
jet diameter StD ≈ 0.33, from the Dj = 7.55 in. jet tested
at NASA GRC and the Dj = 1.0 in. jet tested at OSU
(ref. 6). Both jets were operating at acoustic Mach
number (Ma = vj/ca) 0.84 and no heat was added.

used to simulate jets of different diameters with varying numbers of plasma actuators. Central to
this work was a model of the plasma actuators that could be implemented in the CFD solver and
allow changes in actuator number and power. One LAFPA model, using temperature and pressure
as the working variables, is proposed and examined here.

CFD Modeling
LAFPA Model
One challenge using CFD to simulate the jet excitation experiments conducted at OSU and
NASA is creating an accurate model of the plasma actuators to achieve the correct impact on the
jet within the confines of an existing CFD code. Fortunately, a review of recent literature gives
significant insight to the forces that may be at work in a plasma system. In the case of the
LAFPA, there are three forcing mechanisms that must be considered when dealing with fluids in
the plasma regime. The first two are related and arise from the charged nature of the plasma
particles: the electohydrodynamic (EHD) and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) forces. While the
EHD interaction may play a significant role in boundary layer flow control by surface glow
discharge plasma, the EHD forces are limited in high-speed flow control by the high levels of ion
density that must be maintained to generate the force (ref. 8). Therefore, the EHD interactions
may be neglected in the current model for excitation of high-speed jets. Similarly, the MHD
forces in a high-speed flow would only be significant in very a low pressure environment where
higher flow conductivities can be maintained (ref. 8). Like the EHD forces, the MHD interactions
may be neglected in high-speed jets operating at atmospheric pressure.
The third possible force generated by plasma based flow control is Joule heating. The LAFPA
system heats the flow in short repetitive bursts that generate shock waves in the flow. Schlieren
images have shown that these shock waves, generated near a surface by an arc plasma system,
can influence flow separation (ref. 9) and could behave similar to solid surfaces in supersonic
flows (ref. 10). Repetitive firing of a series of plasma actuators could act like very high frequency
mechanical actuators where small tabs are rapidly inserted and removed from the flow in patterns
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and frequencies that target specific jet instabilities. The Joule heating thermal effect appears to be
the driving force behind the LAFPA system in the high Reynolds number jets of practical interest.
Analysis of the possible forces at work in the plasma actuator system indicates that pressure
waves, generated by rapid localized heating, are the mechanism actually impacting the jet.
Therefore, a model of the LAFPA system must simulate this rapid heating, and the pressure
waves generated, at the proper locations near the nozzle exit. There are three primary issues that
must be considered. First, the heating occurs over a very short time. Second, the amount of heat
generated by the plasma and the strength of the pressure wave generated is not precisely known.
Finally, the model must be implemented within the confines of a CFD solver. Figure 3 shows a
plot of input signal, voltage, current, and power as a function of time for the plasma actuators.
The square wave input signal results in near instantaneous rise in voltage, current, and power
response. And while the power trace in figure 3 shows the electrical power used by one actuator,
this is not a convenient value to input into the CFD solver because electrical power does not
easily relate to the flow parameters. Emission spectroscopy measurements, conducted at OSU,
can give further insight into both of these parameters (ref. 8). The OSU team found that the
plasma temperature increased from below 1000 °C to approximately 2000 °C during the first 10
to 20 μs of operation. The temperature then stabilizes after this initial increase for pulse durations
up to 100 μs. These measurements help to put the operation of the plasma actuators into terms
more usable by the CFD codes but the exact relationship between the plasma temperature and the
strength of the pressure wave generated is still not know. Also, implementation of the model into
the CFD solver remains another challenge.
There are several of ways the LAFPA system could be modeled in the CFD solver. One
possibility considered was to put a temperature wall boundary at the actuator location and let the
CFD code solve for the heat transfer and increase in flow temperature. While this could put the
desired heat into the flow, it would take much longer than the heating time determined by the
emission spectroscopy and may then have problems generating the pressure waves that impact the
flow. Therefore, a second model was developed that takes advantage of the geometry of the

Figure 3.—From top to bottom, time traces of the plasma actuator input
signal, voltage, current, and power. Note the square wave input signal
and the near instantaneous rise in voltage, current, and power that
needs to be reflected in the plasma actuator model (ref. 7).
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nozzle extension in the implementation. The Boron Nitride ceramic nozzle extension used in both
the OSU and NASA experiments has a groove 0.039 in. (1 mm) upstream of the nozzle exit to
hold the plasma electrodes just outside of the flow (OSU researchers found that the flow will
blow the spark off the electrodes without the groove). This groove is 0.059 in. (1.5 mm) wide
(axial direction) and 0.051 (1.3 mm) deep (radial direction). The electrodes are separated by
0.118 in. (3 mm). The actuator model could use this entire volume, defined as a separate block in
the grid, to act as the actuator. To activate the actuator, the CFD code is stopped and the
temperature and pressure values stored in this block of cells are reset to the higher values that
reflect the energy input by the actuator. These values are initially based on the temperature
determined by the emission spectroscopy measurements, but could be easily adjusted later to
match the flow data. A corresponding pressure is calculated using the plasma temperature and the
ideal gas law. It is a significant assumption to use the ideal gas law here as plasma is not an ideal
gas but it does give some representative value that allows the actuator model to be calibrated later
by a comparison to flow data. There is, however, a possibly significant limitation inherent in this
model: the actuators employed in the experiment did not turn instantly on and off. Rather the
actuators came on over a very short duration (~20 μs) and remained on for some specified time
(defined by the duty cycle in the control system) allowing additional heat transfer to the flow. The
proposed model does not capture this feature but relies on the pressure wave generated during the
initial breakdown of the air to be the dominant force acting on the flow. A series of axisymmetric
simulations will be used to test these assumptions before the more complex and time consuming
three-dimensional simulations are run.

Computational Strategy
The LAFPA have demonstrated an ability to excite a small-scale (Dj = 1.0 in.) high-speed jet
for enhanced jet mixing and noise reduction. These actuators have also shown an ability to
influence a larger diameter (Dj = 7.55 in.) high-speed jet but with a significantly reduced jet
response than observed in the small-scale tests. However, these experiments held constant the
number of actuators activated at any time leaving the possibility that a similar jet response could
be achieved at all scales with an appropriate increase in the number of actuators. To test this
theory experimentally would require a significant investment in many more plasma actuators and
expensive nozzle hardware, but it could be investigated using CFD to simulate a wide range of
nozzle sizes, jet velocities, and number of actuators.
The Wind-US version 1.0 CFD solver was used to simulate both the baseline (actuators
disabled) and LAFPA perturbed jets. The Wind-US code was developed and is currently
maintained by the NPARC Alliance, a partnership between the GRC and the UASF Arnold
Engineering Development Center (refs. 11 to 13). Wind-US is a multi-purpose three-dimensional
solver for both the Euler and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, in both
steady state and unsteady modes, with support modules for turbulent and chemically reacting
flows. Although there are several turbulence models available in Wind-US that are applicable for
these simulations, it has been shown that the Menter SST turbulence model (ref. 14) is the best
choice for jet flows (refs. 15 and 16). A second-order Roe upwind scheme modified for stretched
grids and using a TVD flux limiter was used for all simulations. Wind-US includes a
MacCormack DQ limiter (ref. 17) and a TVD flux limiter. The MacCormack DQ limiter prevents
the density and temperature from to only fractional changes (default is ±50 percent) over a single
iteration. Because of the large instantaneous changes placed in the flow by the actuator model,
results from the early test runs showed improvement compared to the experimental data when the
DQ limiter was not used and, therefore, the DQ limiter was disabled in all future runs. Minimal
changes to the excited mode growth and decay were observed when the TVD limiter was disabled
so it was used for future runs in an effort to improve code stability.
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Wind-US is capable of using both structured and unstructured multi-block grids though all
grids used for this research were structured. A two-dimensional axisymmetric grid of the Dj =
1.0 in. nozzle tested at OSU is shown in figure 4. Grid points were clustered around the actuator
where the steepest gradients were expected. Grid points were also clustered to the internal nozzle
boundary, thick nozzle lip (both treated as viscous walls), and centerline axis of symmetry. The
external nozzle surface was simplified and treated as an inviscid wall to avoid the additional grid
complexity and computational expense that would have been required to recreate the actual
profile after preliminary tests showed that this surface had little impact due to the unusually thick
nozzle lip required by the plasma system. The top boundary was placed 20 jet diameters from the
nozzle centerline and was also treated as an inviscid wall to avoid any problems that may arise
from a freestream inflow boundary in a region of very little flow. The outflow boundary was
placed 40 jet diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. The Wind-US code supports the use of
grid sequencing which was used to speed up convergence of the baseline solutions. The baseline
solutions also were computed using a constant time step rather than a constant CFL number
which may have speeded convergence because it was found that some numerical perturbations
formed when switching from constant a CFL number to a constant time step requiring additional
run time to reconverge and negating any time gained from using a constant CFL number in the
baseline solution. Convergence for the baseline case, where the actuators were disabled, was
determined when the change in maximum change centerline velocity profile was below
0.05 percent for two consecutive runs (approximately 30,000 iterations).

Figure 4.—The two-dimensional axisymmetric grids for the
Dj = 1.0 in. nozzle tested at OSU (top) and the Dj = 7.55 in.
nozzle tested at NASA (bottom). An enlarged view of the
nozzle is shown with the LAFPA actuator. The plasma
actuator is 0.059 in. (1.5 mm) deep (radial direction) and
0.059 in. (1.5 mm) wide (axial direction). It is located
0.039 in. (1 mm) from the nozzle exit. Note the unusually
thick nozzle lip that is required by the plasma system and
the simplified external nozzle surface in both nozzles.
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The actuators were implemented in the grid as a small block of cells near the nozzle exit
(fig. 4). The dimensions of the volume were set to match the actuator groove in the actual nozzle
and, in the three-dimensional grids, the arc length of the volume would match the separation
between the actuator electrodes. The actuator walls were treated as inviscid surfaces. Experience
showed a time step of 100 ns to be the largest possible without compromising the stability of the
solution when the plasma actuator is activated. All simulations targeted a particular Strouhal
number so that the time between plasma pulses varied depending on the jet diameter and exit
velocity. The number of iterations per actuator cycle could be found from the time step and
desired frequency. Starting with the baseline solution, the temperature and pressure of the cells in
the actuator volume were reset to the plasma values. Wind-US was then run for a number of
iterations corresponding to the desired actuator frequency (N = 1/(f×t)). When complete, WindUS would exit, the plasma cells reset and another cycle run. Each simulation was run for no less
than eight complete cycles.
The complete flow field was sampled at a rate of 50 kHz (every 10 µs) during each run. The
pressure data from several points in the flow field was then extracted from each flow field to get a
time history of the pressure similar to the in-flow pressure transducer data measured during the
experiments at NASA and OSU. Analysis of the CFD pressure data showed that it took four
complete cycles at an axial location before the solution became periodic (based on the response
amplitude at the excitation frequency). One period was then selected, repeated several times to
create a longer time record (to get the desired frequency bandwidth), and a Fourier transform
computed to determine the response amplitude at the excitation frequency which is a tone in the
pressure spectrum. When repeated at several axial locations, this process gives the axial growth
and decay of the jet response at the excitation frequency, a metric commonly used to characterize
the actuators in experiments.

Axisymmetric Flow Results
A model for the plasma actuator was proposed based on prior research into the forces at work
inside plasma and how each force might work in a high-speed jet. Axisymmetric two-dimensional
simulations were conducted to gain some insight into the physics of the model and to get some
experience with grid and time step requirements for stability of the Wind-US solver with the
sudden high amplitude changes imposed by the actuators. The axisymmetric approximation is
actually the limiting case in which the actuator is treated as one continuous spark around the
complete circumference of the nozzle. Unlike the many independent actuators present in the
experiments and three-dimensional simulations, it is only possible to excite the axisymmetric
mode (m = 0) in the axisymmetric simulations.
Both the small-scale nozzle, tested at OSU, and the large-scale nozzle, tested at NASA, were
simulated with the plasma actuator model. Contours of mean axial velocity with the actuators
disabled (baseline) from the OSU (Dj = 1.0 in.) and NASA (Dj = 7.55 in.) nozzles are shown in
figure 5. Mean axial velocity profiles after several actuator cycles, operating at a Strouhal forcing
frequency based on jet diameter (StDF) of StDF = 0.3,are shown in figure 6. Although the actuator
power was based on a plasma temperature of 1000 °C, which is only about half the peak
temperature measured at OSU, the pressure waves appear to easily penetrate to the jet centerline
effectively choking the jet periodically and creating regions of lower velocity flow in both the
small-scale and large-scale jets. It is important to remember that the actuators in the axisymmetric
simulation circle the entire jet and, therefore, should have more power than in the actual
experiments. Nevertheless, this limiting case demonstrates the potential power this type of
actuator could possess if deployed in high enough numbers.
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Figure 5.—Average axial velocity profiles for the two-dimensional axisymmetric baseline OSU
(Dj = 1.0 in.) and NASA (Dj = 7.55 in.) nozzles operating at a Ma = 0.9, cold jet exit condition.

Figure 6.—Average axial velocity profiles for the two-dimensional axisymmetric OSU (Dj = 1.0) and NASA
(Dj = 7.55 in.) jets with the plasma actuators active. The actuator forcing frequency is StDF = 0.3 and the
actuator power is set using a plasma temperature of 1000 °C.

Results of the CFD simulations of the plasma actuators showed clearly that the actuators had
a significant impact on the flow. It is another question, however, whether the modeled actuators
create a response in the jet similar to the actuators used in the experiments. Figure 7 shows the
axial growth and decay of the pressure fluctuations along the nozzle lipline (y/Dj = 0.5) at the
excitation frequency as measured in an acoustic Mach number 0.84 (Ma = vj/ca, where vj is the jet
velocity and ca is the ambient speed of sound) jet using 8 discrete actuators at OSU (all fired
simultaneously) and the continuous actuator modeled in the axisymmetric CFD simulations
(assuming a plasma temperature of 1000 °C). Given the differences in the actuator systems, the
results are encouraging. The initial growth rate, an important characteristic of the jet response, is
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Figure 7.—Axial growth of the excited axisymmetric
mode, m = 0, at the excitation frequency (StDF =
0.3) from a Ma = 0.84, cold jet measured at OSU
(ref. 6) and determined using the two-dimensional
CFD actuator simulation.

similar over the first x/Dj = 0.5 although the experiments showed the response at a slightly higher
amplitude (approximately 1 dB). The growth rate remains similar over the next x/Dj = 0.5, out to
x/Dj = 1.0 downstream of the nozzle exit, but the jet response to the model is starting to lessen
compared to the measured response. Around x/Dj = 1.5 the jet response to the model actuators
saturates and remains at a consistent level until around x/Dj = 3. The jet response measured at
OSU, however, continues to grow and has a more defined peak around x/Dj = 3. Both the
measured response and the response determined by the CFD simulation decay at similar rates
after x/Dj = 3, though the measured data shows a consistently higher amplitude compared to the
CFD data as it is originating at a considerably higher peak level. Overall, this result is
encouraging given the considerable assumptions (e.g., the continuous axisymmetric actuator and
plasma follows the ideal gas law) that went into the plasma actuator model at this point and that
the power (temperature and pressure) of the model actuator has not been adjusted to get a jet
response amplitude that matches the data (this will be done with discrete actuators in a future
three-dimensional simulation). Also, some reduction in jet response in the CFD could be expected
because of the added dissipation present in an unsteady RANS type solver, a factor that may
contribute to the reduced jet response at the saturation point. For the scalability study, the initial
perturbation level and the initial growth rate are probably the most important aspects to capture
because once the excitation is started the exact mode saturation levels will be determined by the
individual jet. Unfortunately, no data targeting the axisymmetric mode was acquired using the
larger NASA nozzle so the OSU data is the only data available for comparing to the twodimensional axisymmetric model.
A LAFPA model has been developed and preliminary results, based on limited comparisons
to measured data, were encouraging. The peak amplitude of the jet response, however, was lower
for the CFD model than the experimental data. One feature of the actuator model is the ability to
easily change the actuator power by specifying a different temperature and corresponding
pressure (in the CFD actuator model temperature is used a means to specify a pressure via the
ideal gas law) which is not possible in the experimental actuators. Therefore, several simulations
were run to study how adjustments to the actuator parameters would change the response of the
jet. Figure 8 shows the axial mode growth for the Dj = 7.55 in. jet with a Ma = 0.9 jet exit velocity
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Figure 8.—Axial growth of the excited axisymmetric
mode, m = 0, at the excitation frequency (StDF =
0.3) from a Dj = 7.55 in., Ma = 0.9 jet subject to
perturbations from the plasma actuator model set
to five different operation conditions.

to the plasma actuators at five temperatures ranging from 100 to 2000 °C which where chosen
only as a means to vary the strength of the pressure wave generated and not based on the
experimental plasma temperature measurements. Interestingly, each increase in actuator power
(temperature and pressure) yields a diminished jet response. In fact, the highest actuator powers
run, based on 1000 and 2000 °C respectively, showed nearly the same jet response. This should
not be unexpected because, although the actuator continues to add energy to a mode (in this case
the axisymmetric mode), that mode can only support a finite amount of energy. Therefore, if there
is enough power to cause the mode to saturate, additional actuator power cannot further amplify
the jet response. Also, the initial growth rate becomes steeper and the saturation point moves
slightly upstream as the actuator power increases but, like the peak amplitude, only to a limited
extent. Unfortunately, one limitation of the LAFPA hardware is the inability to change the input
power level and so no data exists to determine exactly what power is required to maximize the jet
response. A potential limitation of the actuator model also arises from this data. If the jet response
to the actuator model saturates before it reaches the amplitude of the measured response, then it
may not be possible to adjust the actuator power so that the simulated jet response matches the
measured jet response.
The initial reason for developing the plasma actuator model was to determine the scalability
of the LAFPA system. Experiments measuring the jet response to the flapping mode (m = ±1) for
both small- and large-scale jets demonstrated the power of the actuators but also showed the need
for additional actuators for larger jets. The axisymmetric two-dimensional model cannot support
the m = ±1 mode, but a preliminary examination of the actuator scalability can be done using the
axisymmetric mode (m = 0). Additionally, the nature of the axisymmetric model effectively
allows the number of actuators to increase linearly with the jet diameter, testing the scaling theory
that the number of actuators required will increase with jet diameter rather than jet area (or Dj2).
Figure 9 shows the axial development of the axisymmetric mode at the StDF = 0.3 excitation
frequency from the Dj = 1.0 in. OSU jet and the Dj = 7.55 in. NASA jet. At their respective peak
amplitudes, the Dj = 1.0 in. jet is only about 3 dB above the Dj = 7.55 in. jet. This result gives
some hope that the number of actuators required may scale at some value close to the jet diameter
which would be much easier and more cost effective than if the required actuators increase with
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Figure 9.—Axial growth and decay of the jet
response at the excitation frequency (StDF = 0.3)
from a Dj = 1.0 in. jet and from a Dj = 7.55 in. jet
operating at a Ma = 0.9, cold jet exit condition.

the jet area. The data in figure 9, however, also shows other differences that arise when the size of
the jet increases. First, the smaller jet responds more quickly to the excitation peaking around
x/Dj = 2.0 compared to the larger jet, which has its peak amplitude around x/Dj = 3.5. The
response at excited frequency in the Dj = 1.0 in. jet also decays much faster then the response
from the larger Dj = 7.55 in. jet. Similar results, in which the axial growth of the excited mode
from the smaller nozzle showed a sharper peak located farther upstream than the response from
the larger nozzle, were noted in the data acquired from both nozzles when the flapping mode
(m = ±1) was excited (fig. 2). More accurate three-dimensional simulations are needed to address
these issues as well as the peak response.

Conclusions
The idea of temporal control of a jet for noise reduction is not new but, historically, the
research has been limited to small-scale, low Reynolds number jets primarily because the flow
actuators available did not have the power or frequency response to properly excite a larger jet.
The LAFPA were developed at OSU as a high amplitude high frequency actuator for jet control
capable of exciting high speed jets. Furthermore, this research has shown the potential for noise
reduction through excitation using the LAFPA system. Experiments conducted at OSU showed
the ability of the plasma actuators to excite a small-scale high speed jet (Dj = 1.0 in.),
significantly changing the flow mixing and the noise produced. These results showed such
promise that the LAFPA system was tested on the much larger jet rig (Dj = 7.55 in.) located at
GRC. At NASA, the plasma actuators showed some limited authority over the jet but the jet
response did not achieve the same amplitude as the response measured on the smaller jet. The
available hardware, however, limited the number of actuators available during the large-scale test
and, therefore, it is not surprising that the jet response was reduced. This raised the question of
actuator scalability. Could enough actuators be added to the large-scale jet to get the same
amplitude response as that measured on the smaller jet? How many actuators would be required?
Because it would be cost prohibitive to address these questions with experiments, simulations
using computation fluid dynamics (CFD) are being used to find the answers to these questions so
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that the potential noise reduction from jet excitation can be tested in the future on a large-scale
high speed jet that would more closely resemble the jets often found in real world applications.
Central to the study of the scalability of the plasma actuators was the development of a model
of the plasma actuator that could be implemented into a CFD solver. There are three forces that
could be at work in the plasma system: electohydrodynamic forces, magnetohydrodynamic
forces, and Joule heating. Of these forces, recent research has indicated that the Joule heating
force is the most likely to impact the type of high-speed flows present in a jet of practical interest.
The rapid Joule heating that occurs in the actuator creates a pressure wave that interacts with the
flow generating the perturbation for the jet to lock onto. Emission spectroscopy measurements
conducted at OSU also showed that the actuator model would have to simulate a very rapid
heating, on the order of 20 μs, up to temperatures of 2000 °C. The model would also have to
generate a pressure wave corresponding to this sharp rise in temperature.
A model of the LAFPA was developed for CFD that uses the geometry of the actuator nozzle,
particularly the small groove near the nozzle exit that hold the electrodes, to hold a block of cells
that would have the working variables (temperature and pressure) periodically reset to simulate
the actuator spark. The actuator power would be defined using temperature because some
measurements of the temperature have been made. Pressure would then be determined using the
temperature and the ideal gas law. This is the major assumption present in the model as the
plasma probably does not obey this law but a pressure is needed and the ideal gas law at least
gives a consistent method for linking the variables. The actuator power can be calibrated later
using three-dimensional simulations to better match the available data.
With the plasma actuator model defined, the Wind-US Unsteady Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes CFD code was used to determine the jet response to the actuator. To implement the model
in Wind-US, the jet flow field was first computed with the actuators disabled. Once the baseline
jet was computed, the cells in the actuator zone were reset to the actuator temperature and
pressure and Wind-US was run for a preset number of iterations corresponding to a periodic cycle
time. When complete, Wind-US stopped, the temperature and pressure in the actuator cells were
reset, and another cycle started. Data analysis showed that the solution reached a periodic state at
a given axial location after four cycles passed that point.
The model and its implementation have been explored using a series of two-dimensional
axisymmetric jet simulations. The axisymmetric simulations form one continuous actuator around
the complete circumference of the nozzle. Although this is quite different from the eight discrete
actuators tested at OSU a comparison of the axial mode growth and decay showed good results.
The initial growth rate, the most important aspect for studying actuator scalability, of the
axisymmetric mode (m = 0) at the excitation frequency (StDF = 0.3) from the actuator model was
similar to the over the first jet diameter. The peak response in the simulation data was reduced
and farther upstream than measured in the experiment while the decay rate, if not the actual
values, was similar in both cases. Overall this is fairly good agreement given that the simulation
used an axisymmetric actuator approximation compared to the discrete actuators used in the
experiments and the actuator power has not been adjusted beyond the initial assumption that the
actuator pressure will relate to the temperature by the ideal gas law. This comparison between the
experimental and simulation data show that the actuator model has enough promise to continue
development and progress toward more accurate three-dimensional simulations.
Once it was determined by a comparison to available data that the development of this
actuator model would continue, additional simulations were run to learn more about the model
before applying it to the much more computationally expensive three-dimensional configurations.
First, axisymmetric simulations were run to study the adjustability of the LAFPA model and
determined that the jet response saturates for actuator temperatures above approximately 1000 °C.
Axisymmetric simulations were then run on the Dj = 1.0 in. nozzle and the Dj = 7.55 in. nozzle to
examine how the actuators might work as nozzle size changes. These data showed similar
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response amplitudes giving a preliminary indication that the actuators system may scale at a
factor close to the jet diameter.
Historically, jet excitation for noise reduction has been explored and has almost always
resulted in an increase in noise rather than reduction. However, developments in the diagnostic
and simulation tools not previously available may finally allow excitation to be optimized for
noise reduction. Experimentally, this will require jet actuators with the power and frequency
response to exert control authority over large-scale, high speed jets that are more like the real
world jets of practical interest than the small-scale low speed laboratory jets studied in the past.
The LAFPA may be the actuator system that can excite these larger jets but scalability of the
system has not yet been fully answered. Results based on simplified axisymmetric simulations
show promise that the system will scale in a reasonable. Therefore, future work will focus
confirming these preliminary by further developing the actuator model and extending it full threedimensional simulations that would incorporate discrete actuators to make better more accurate
predictions.
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